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Cambridge University Press to partner with the German Law Journal 
  

Cambridge University Press and the editorial board of the German Law Journal are pleased to announce that 

they will partner in the publication of the journal from 2019. 

  

Launched 19 years ago by Russell A. Miller and Peer C. Zumbansen, the German Law Journal is a dynamic 

and engaging forum for legal research from a transnational and interdisciplinary perspective, including 

coverage and commentary on developments in German, European, and International jurisprudence. 

 

Articles published in the Journal typically receive 1,500 downloads in the first month of publication. 

Publishing eight issues per year, the Journal is the top-ranked European law journal globally according to 

Washington and Lee School of Law’s prestigious journal ranking, as well as the fourth-ranked European law 

journal on Google Scholar. 

 

Fundamental to the Journal’s success has been its commitment, from the very beginning, to opening up 

access to scholarship and research.  The German Law Journal pioneered this approach; the Journal’s 

content has always been freely available online and will continue to be freely available on Cambridge Core. 

   

Russell A. Miller, one of the German Law Journal’s founding editors, said, “The exciting new partnership 

with Cambridge University Press is as unique as the Journal itself.  The German Law Journal remains an 

independent open-access platform for innovative legal research. But it will now benefit from Cambridge’s 

unrivaled competence in production, publication, and the promotion of our authors’ work.  There is much to 

be gained on both sides, especially as the publishing industry continues to evolve.  This partnership positions 

the German Law Journal for success and relevance for another generation.”   

   

Ella Colvin, Director of Publishing, Academic at Cambridge University Press, said, “We are excited to 

embark on our first fully Open Access venture in law with the highly-respected and ground-breaking 

German Law Journal and look forward to a genuine collaboration with its energetic editorial team.” 

  

Press Contacts: Jen Malat, Journals Marketing, jmalat@cambridge.org and Russell Miller, German Law 

Journal Co-Editor-in-Chief, millerra@wlu.edu. 
  

 
  

About Cambridge Journals 

  

Cambridge University Press publishes over 360 peer-reviewed academic journals across a wide spread of 

subject areas, in print and online. Many of these journals are the leading academic publications in their fields 

and together they form one of the most valuable and comprehensive bodies of research available today. 

  

For more information about Cambridge Journals, go to www.journals.cambridge.org.  

  

About Cambridge University Press 
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Cambridge University Press is part of the University of Cambridge. It furthers the University's mission by 

disseminating knowledge in the pursuit of education, learning, and research at the highest international 

levels of excellence. Its extensive peer-reviewed publishing lists comprise over 50,000 titles covering 

academic research, professional development, over 360 research journals, school-level education, English 

language teaching, and bible publishing. Playing a leading role in today's international market place, 

Cambridge University Press has more than 50 offices around the globe, and it distributes its products to 

nearly every country in the world. 

  

For more information about Cambridge University Press, go to www.cambridge.org.  

  
About the German Law Journal 

  

The German Law Journal is an online-only, freely-available, peer-reviewed journal focusing on German 

law, European law, international law, and comparative law. It was created and raised in an innovative, 

cooperative and participatory spirit, and will always continue its commitment to these values. Now in its 

nineteenth Volume, the German Law Journal has secured a place among the world's leading academic fora 

concerned with transnational law. Combining high quality research papers with current developments and 

special issues, the journal has gained a reputation for cutting-edge, border-crossing scholarship and its 

openness and speed to publication makes it a first choice venue for authors. 

 

Further information about the GLJ can be found at: www.germanlawjournal.com. 
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